Spring Play
Ma 12-14
In T-G Gym

The scene you see above gets right into the core of the action of the rehearsal for the Spring production. My Three Angels which will be given May 13 and 14 at 8:30 p.m. in the Kinney-Gay Gymnasium. The people in this picture are best known to you as Bill Montgomery, Jack Cranston, Al Frank (back row), and Diane Arna and Bob Engle (front row). On Friday and Saturday evening of May week-end they will be known to everyone else as entirely different people.

Case
Bill, Jack, and Al play the parts of the three "Angel" convicts Joseph, Alfred, and Zues respectively. Bill describes the character he portrays as "in charge of the whole situation... the organizer of the three cast members... the one who is "playboy and murderer" of the three "angels". Alf, Zues, but, tells us almost doesn't belong in prison, for he is philosophical and has a ready smile for everyone. Bill Montgomery, Al Frank and Jack Cranston.

American National Music Frat Installed at Ursinus

The culmination of five months’ work byPhi Mu No Epsilon occurred last Saturday evening when the Gamma Chapter of this National Fraternity was installed at Ursinus. Representatives of the Alpha Chapter from the National Headquarters at Illinois Institute of Technology and the Delta Chapter from Drexel Institute of Technology were at Ursinus for the installation.
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Spring Play
Ma 12-14
In T-G Gym

Photos Taken of College "X-Day"

April 23 was "X-Day" at Ursinus College. A musical program featuring Hollywood talent audiences were treated to the Colleagues, campus looking over the top 100 most photogenic males and females by "scouting" alone out single these individuals, for per the everyday attire of all Ursinus students were dressed for and men and lovely dresses for the feasts.

Campus Scence

From Bomberger to Pahlke, Frankie Mahtza was represen-
ed in various positions against the various groups, these typical representatives of the student body were engaged in having their pictures taken. Both films of photographs which are to be seen in the next few weeks. It is unlikely that any high school or college in the whole world could single any other student once he has been inscribed in the roll of the Ursinus College Bulletin, as the typical cross-section of Ursinus College students.

Mr. Krau Head

5.1 School District

Mr. Howard Keyes, Chair of 1919, has been serving as the supervising principal of the Col- lege. Mr. Keyes has been with the college for over 44 years of service, of which 29 have been spent in the present position. He has decided to relinquish his post at the end of the present semester meeting. Mr. Louis Krug, another College teacher, was named the new supervisor, effective for the academic year of 1957, the chair of the board of 1937, has been in the present position for 48 years. Since the three years he spent as a student at Babson College, Mr. Master's degree in History of Interna- tionals from Culver and University of Pennsylvania.

365 Ruby will Take Spring Sports Pictures Tomorrow

The 365 Ruby staff would like to announce that the following picture sessions will take place on May morning, May 3, 1956. These sessions will be held by the 365 Sport Staff. Tennis Courts and Track.

Business Staff

This week Terry German and Norm Moe will be helpful in the 365 Ruby staff. Terry German and Norm Moe will be helpful in the 365 Ruby staff. Terry German and Norm Moe will be helpful in the 365 Ruby staff. Terry German and Norm Moe will be helpful in the 365 Ruby staff.
There is no doubt that most of us are interested in current trends of advertising, and that in many in­ stances we are future predicted as times move to the standard of the American life. One of the few who place their confidence enumerate the number of den­ tists who have grown into a group of themselves to perfect the first. In one recent radio broad­ cast, it was seen that the number of dentists has grown to the point that in one instance there were 20 dentists for every 10,000 people. The number of dentists is not only growing in the United States but in many other countries as well. In Great Britain, for example, there are now 30 dentists for every 10,000 people.

The increase in the number of dentists is due partly to the fact that people are now more conscious of the importance of dental health. In the past, dental care was not a top priority for many people, and as a result, many individuals suffered from dental problems. However, as the importance of dental health is recognized, more people are becoming aware of the need to visit a dentist regularly.

Another factor contributing to the increase in the number of dentists is the advancement in dental technology. New procedures and techniques have been developed that allow dentists to provide more effective and efficient care to their patients. This has led to an increased demand for dental services, which in turn has led to an increase in the number of dentists.

While the increase in the number of dentists is good news for people seeking dental care, it also raises concerns about the quality of care. With more dentists, it may be more difficult to find a dentist who specializes in a particular area of dental care. It is important for people to research their options and find a dentist who is knowledgeable and experienced in the area of care they need.

In conclusion, the increase in the number of dentists is a positive development for people seeking dental care. However, it is important for patients to be aware of the options available to them and to find a dentist who is knowledgeable and experienced in the area of care they need.
**Thincalos Lose Again Despite Victories by Herwig, Lawhead**

by Dick Bowman, '55

Despite outstanding performances by three consistent thincals, the Ursinus team, thrashed by lack of depth surrendered nine firsts to Franklin and Marshall and lost 77-47 at Lancaster last Wednesday. Earl Herwig and Lee Allen stumbled in double-wins and Al Frank snared a first. Herwig capped the 220 and 440 while Lawhead won the 800 and the mile. Frank took the broad jump.

**Relay Team Fifth**

Ursinus finished fifth of six in the Middle Atlantic relay heat at the Penn Relays Carnival at Franklin Field Saturday. Herwig turned in the outstanding effort for the locals when he circled 440 yards of cinders in 51.1. Unfortunately, his teammates were unable to match this.

**F&M 77, Ursinus 47**

110 — 1, Angledge, F&M; 2, Plum, F&M; 3, Meier, F&M. 10.6.
220 — 1, Herwig, Ursinus; 2, Angledge, F&M; 3, Buggeon, Ursinus. 22.4.
440 — 1, Herwig, Ursinus; 2, Evans, Ursinus. 48.6.
800 — 1, Looney, F&M; 2, Lonaton, F&M; 3, Ochul, Ursinus. 1:56.3.
1,500 — 1, McSpadden, F&M; 2, Looney; 3, Donnelly, Ursinus. 4:09.6.
2,000 — 1, McSpadden; 2, Looney; 3, Ursinus. 8.5.
4,000 — 1, Looney; 2, Ursinus. 10:56.1.

Zufried — 1, Rosen, F&M; 2, Schwan, F&M; 3, Ruth, Ursinus. 10:56.2.

**Fords Blank Bruin despite outstanding performances F&M 3, Buggeon, F&M, 10.5.**

**Girls' Tennis Team**

**With 3-2 Net Win**

The girls' tennis team tied up its record with 3-2 net win yesterday at Rosemont. The win gives the locals their third win of the season.

**Racine, Crop Win Again**

Ted Racine, tennis demon, Racine, again outplayed her opponent to win by the score of 7-5, 6-4. Her opponent was leading 5-4 in the first set, and Ruth fought back to capture the set. In the second set Ruth was down by three games and came up from behind again to win the match. Connie Croswell won her first match 6-1. Connie Croswell, defeated her opponent 6-1, 6-3. Third singles Beth Hettler dropped her match 6-2, 6-0.

The two doubles teams played close matches. First doubles Vonne Groes and Jo Kahn were narrowly defeated 6-4, 6-4. Second doubles Ricky Bauser and Floyd Slatter captured Rosemont 7-5, 7-5 for the winning Ursinus point.

The varsity team opens East Stroudsburg tomorrow and entertains Drexel Friday.

---

**Strand vs. Pottstown**

**Wednesday, May 4 to 10**

11:00 — 4:00

The Great Story of Our Time "A MAN CALLED FRED"t

**Back in Town**

Richard Todd, Jean Peters in Color and Cinemascope

**TIME OUT**

**For more pure pleasure... SMOKO CAMELS!**

No other cigarette is so rich-tasting, yet so mild!
Vogue Announces Fashion Contest

How would you like to win $1,000, or two wonderful weeks in Paris, plus top consideration for a job on the world’s leading fashion magazine?

Vogue’s 26th Prix de Paris Contest

Prizes
The first prize in the Prix de Paris is $1,000 cash, or two wonderful weeks in Paris.写着 "none of these prizes, plus top consideration for a job on the world’s leading fashion magazine!"

The Council also discussed the world economic situation. An interesting feature was that after a discussion of the various economic systems, the entire delegation, including the communist representatives, maintained that Christ is the Hope of both the present and the future life.

CAMPUS “STAND-OUTS”

“I’ve got L&M…and L&M’s got everything!”

L&M Photo Contest

“CAMPUS STAND-OUTS” is the subject of a nation-wide photography contest for collegiate photographers, it was announced today by the sponsor, Campus Merchandising Bureau, Inc., for Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company, makers of Chesterfield and L & M Filter cigarettes.

Any student on this campus may enter the contest and cop his share of the $1,000 prize money offered for the best photographs and captions describing a typical college campus. Photographers may submit as many entries as they wish and may win more than one prize. Entries must be the original work of the contestant and submitted in his own name.

For further information see the editor.

MEET AND EAT AT THE COLLEGE DINER
First Avenue & Main Street, Collegeville

Never Closed